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The lattice-gas models of phase separating binary liquid mixtures, introduced by Walker and Vause, are
studied in detail and generalized within a high-temperature series expansion. This approximation allows for a
straightforward study of rather complex, orientationally specific pair interactions, like those found in real
systems. These theories can predict much of the complex miscibility phenomena often found in these
mixtures, which are characterized by hydrogen-bonding interactions. Such phenomena include up to five
critical solution points as a function of temperature. By comparisons with experiments, we determine the
model parameters, thus mapping these experiments onto the global phase diagrams. These experiments
include studies of the dependence of liquidlliquid miscibility on temperature, pressure, concentration of
electrolytes, and addition of a dilute third component. Specifically, we make direct comparison with various
experiments on the binary systems 2-butanol + H 20, 3-methyl pyridine + H 20(D20), gylcerol
+ 0- methoxy phenol and ethanol + H 20 + electrolytes. Very simple and often easily interpreted trends in
the parameters are found and quantitative agreement with experiments is possible with minimum parametric
freedom. Explicit predictions of critical exponent renormalization in several systems are made. In addition,
suggestions are made for a number of light scattering and specific heat experiments, some of which may
demonstrate incipient critical behavior, such as the onset of long range correlations, in systems not
undergoing phase separation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The properties of binary liquid mixtures are of interest to condensed-matter theorists, experimental chemists and physicists, and the chemical industry, among
others. 1-4 An understanding of the intermolecular
forces which give rise to the diverse phenomena observed experimentally is important for both very practical, applications-oriented reasons and to test theories
of phase transitions and critical phenomena. 3 ,4 Such
experiments can involve variations in temperature or
pressure, addition of electrolytes or a dilute third component, isotope substitution, etc. In this paper, we explore, in depth, lattice-gas models of mixtures of
strongly interacting organic liquids, introduced by
Walker and Vause. 5-7 Our results are related to theoretical and experimental work: (1) We study several
model Hamiltonians which we believe embody the essential physics underlying these complex systems. This
is accomplished by the application of a simple approximation techniqueS which allows for a straightforward
study of very specific interparticle interactions, such
as those which appear to be present in these mixtures.
(2) We show that a wide range of phase transition experiments can be located on the global phase diagrams
of these Simple models, and we develop methods for
implementing these "mappings." Furthermore, explicit predictions about various thermodynamic properties of several systems are made along with suggestions
for appropriate experiments.

Many binary liquid mixtures which form a single,
homogeneous phase at high temperatures possess an
upper critical solution temperature (UCST) below which
phase separation occurs. 2 In simple systems of structureless particles, such as rare gas binary mixtures,
the existence and specific value of an UCST are consequences of the energetics of interparticle interactions
balanced against the entropy of mixing. The properties of more complex mixtures, such as aliphatic and
aromatic alcohols, ketones, amines, and ethers in solution with water or alcohols, can only be understood
through consideration of configurational entropy, as
well as energetics. For such systems, realistic theoretical descriptions recognize the fact, pOinted out by
Hirschfelder, Stevenson, and Eyring, 9 that highly directionally specific, yet weak interparticle attractive forces
(such as hydrogen bonds and dipolar forces) can produce
the reentrance of a mixed homogeneous phase at low
temperatures. This produces a "closed-loop" temperature-composition (T-x) phase diagram and an associated
lower critical solution temperature (LCST), below which
a single homogeneous phase exists. The predominant
low temperature species is then a bound A-B pair (in a
mixture of A and B molecules) with many rotational degrees of freedom effectively "frozen out" by the bonding.
Hence, this phase is actually characterized by less
entropy than the higher temperature separated phases
(in accord with the third law), although it appears more
random because it is mixed. Of course, this phenomenon
of bonding need not be accompanied by an intermediate
miscibility gap, depending upon the balance of energy
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of bonding, entropy of mixing, etc. Furthermore, a
freezing transition may preempt the reentrance of a
homogeneous phase.
The above miscibility/immiscibility behavior is most
typically seen with temperature as the variable thermodynamic field, although many other degrees of freedom
can be explored. For example, pressure (P) variation
has been extensively studied, especially in mixtures of
substituted pyridines and water. 10-12 The fundamental
phenomenon in such systems is an immiscibility "dome"
in T-P-x space, with the apex of the dome at high pressures and complete miscibility at higher pressures.
Variation in miscibility gaps can also be accomplished
by the introduction of electrolytes of various types into
these solutions, 13,14 or the substitution of DzO for normal water as the solvent. 15 By introducing these extra
thermodynamic degrees of freedom, critical point properties can be studied in detail: Critical loci can be expanded in dimensionality and critical exponent scaling,16
universality, 17 and renormalization17 ,18 (e. g., accompanying the merging of two or more critical points) can
be studied conveniently.
lVlany detailed studies of the critical-point properties
of these systems have confirmed ISing-like behavior 4
for the temperature (or pressure) dependence of the order parameter (suitably defined) as well as the amplitude ratio and exponent of the specific heat anomaly1!!
at each of the critical temperatures.
B. Theoretical models and methods

The successful theories of binary mixture behavior
inClude both continuum 20 ,21 and lattice-gas models. We
discuss only the latter here. The ISing model can be
formulated to describe a binary mixture through the
standard correspondence involving nearest-neighbor
(nn) pair interaction energies. 3 This approach will not
predict lower critical solution temperatures if the energies are taken to be temperature independent (see Sec.
IIA). The efforts toward understanding entropic effects
include the original Barker-Fock mode1 22 and the more
recent and successful decorated lattice theories of
Wheeler and co-workers. Z3-26 A common feature of
these models is the Singling out of a small subset of the
many orientational states of a nearest-neighbor pair of
particles as energetically more favorable than the
others. The directional specificity is then controlled
by the size of that subset relative to the total number
of orientational configurations. Such models generate
temperature-dependent coupling constants, thus allowing for closed-loop phase diagrams. A disadvantage
of the decorated lattice models is that they do not treat
all lattice sites equivalently. As a result, bonding interactions cannot propagate throughout the entire lattice,
whereas the real systems have no such restriction.
Renormalization-group (RG) calculations, especially
involving position-space RG (PSRG) techniques (e. g.,
of the Migdal-Kadanoff27 ,28 type) are attractive because
they allow for the explicit formulation of a many-particle
Hamiltonian for which all lattice sites are equivalent and
bonding interactions can propagate to arbitrary lengths.
The models of Walker and Vause5- S (WV) are easily
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treated with PSRG methods and achieve quite good
agreement with experiments. The global phase diagrams of these models allow for a rich variety of phenomena from simple phase separation to closed-loop
diagrams, "freezing" transitions and critical double
points.
Both the decorated lattice models 24 ,25 and those studied
here have recently been extended by including the interactions between like molecules in addition to the unlikemolecule hydrogen-bonding forces. 6,7 Thus, a whole
new range of phenomena has been encompassed, including the possibility of three critical points as a function
of temperature, as seen in many real systems.

C. Outline of paper
In Sec. II of this paper we review the WV models and
present the physical motivations for the Hamiltonians.
Also discussed is a Simple re-derivation of the lowest
order results of a high-temperature series expansion
introduced elsewhere. 8 We explore the qualitative features of the resultant global phase diagrams along with
presenting expressions for many of the important thermodynamic properties (entropy, specific heat, nearestneighbor correlations, etc.). Section III is devoted to
the explicit comparison of these models to a wide variety
of phase transition experiments. Simple methods are
developed for the fitting of soluhility and other experimental data with the parameters of these models. In
some cases, simple phYSical/chemical explanations of
the observed trends are proposed. Also covered are
several extensions of the models to very complex systems. Section IV is a summary of the work.
II. THEORETICAL ASPECTS
A. Models and calculational methods

We begin this section by describing the WV models.
These have been studied using RG methods, 5-7,29,30 as
well as a recently introduced technique in which a subset of the total degrees of freedom is traced out of the
system. 8 We re-derive this "trace-out" method (as it
will be referred to in this paper) in a very simple way,
and apply it to an extended version of the original model.
In the second part of this section we develop relations
for various thermodynamic quantities, such as the
entropy, nearest-neighbor correlations and specific
heat, and we study these basic quantities as illustrative
of the processes inherent in these mixtures.
As described in the Introduction, the phenomenon of
phase separation in binary liquid mixtures can generally
be described as an Ising-like transition. While measurements of critical exponents verify that such systems
are in the Ising universality class, Simple considerations of symmetry properties also lead to this conclusion. 3 In the simplest cases, then, one can study such
mixtures in terms of the basic Ising model, which can
be written as
- (3Je =

where

~(fn

L K(l - OS'S})

(lJ>

,

(1)

is a sum over nearest-neighbors on the lat-
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FIG. 1. Descriptions of (a) two-, (b) three-parameter lattice-gas Hamiltonians for binary fluid mixtures. The sums are over
nearest-neighbor pairs on a hypercubic lattice. Ising variables (s, '" A, B) refer to molecular identity while Potts variables
(0", '" 1, 2, 3, ... , q) refer to molecular orientation. The energy level hierarchy in (a) is appropriate for closed-loop phase diagrams, while (b) describes a system with a phase separated ground state.

tice, {3 = l/kB T, 8, =A, B (representing the two types of
molecules in the mixture), and 6s ,sJ is the Kronecker
delta function. This Hamiltonian produces two energy
levels; K, if nearest-neighbor molecules are unlike
(AB), and zero if the molecules are of the same type
(AA or BB). Since K is defined to be - {3 times an energy, it follows that when K < 0 configurations describing
phase separation AA and BB are energetically favored
relative to the mixed state AB, and therefore are favored
at low temperatures. However, the mixed state is
favored entropically, and thus will predominate at high
temperatures. As a result, at some intermediate temperature the system will change from one state to the
other by way of an Ising critical transition.
This model predicts that the phase separation persists for all temperatures lower than the upper critical
solution temperature (UCST). It will not describe the
appearance of a lower critical solution temperature
(LCST). As explained in the introduction, the reappearance of the mixed phase at lower temperatures is
intimately related to additional degrees of freedom in
the system, such as molecular orientation, and the
couplings between the various degrees of freedom. In
particular, we are primarily interested in systems in
which hydrogen bonding between the components of the
mixture is important. To describe the bonding interactions we need to introduce an additional degree of freedom accounting for the molecular orientations, and to
describe their interactions.
Consider, in addition to the ISing variables 8, =A, B,
another variable (}, = 1,2,3, ... , q, which describes the
orientation of each molecule. We choose the orientational degrees of freedom to be discrete for simplicity. As
we shall see below, it is possible to consider continuous
variables as well, however, the basic qualitative fea-

tures of interest are embodied in this discrete formulation. We imagine, then, that each molecule can point
in one of q directions, i. e., the total solid angle associated with each molecule is divided into q sections,
each describing roughly the solid angle of the bonding
element. These variables are then coupled via the twoparameter Hamiltonian,
- (3~(Kl' K 2)

=L

(lJ)

[K 1(1 - 6slsJ ) 60 ,oJ +K2 (1 - 681sJ )(1 - 6010) ] ,
(2)

The energy levels and their degeneracies are shown in
Fig. l(a).
We can best describe the features of the model by
considering each of the energy levels in turn. First,
if nearest-neighbor molecules are of the same type,
then (1 - 6"sJ) = 0, and this configuration defines for us
the zero of energy. If adjacent lattice sites are occupied
by molecules of different types, then two energies can
result, depending on the values of (}I' (}J; i. e., depending
on the orientational states of the molecules. This discrete model describes bonding very simply by saying
that unlike molecules either bond or do not bond. If
they bond we represent this by saying that (}I =(}j' By
this we do not mean that the molecules point in the same
direction in space, but rather, that their relative orientations are correct for bonding to occur. Thus, all
bonding configurations are collected in the (}f =(}J state
with favorable reduced energy K 1 > O. If the relative
orientation is not appropriate for bonding, represented
by (}j'" (}i' then the system suffers the repulSive energy
K 2 < O. In Fig. l(a) we represent bonding by - and nonbonding by '. At this point, we do not consider bonding
between like molecules, but we shall return to this feature shortly.
The model now has the basic energy levels to represent
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the systems of interest, but equally important is the degeneracy structure of these levels, also displayed in
Fig. lea). In the bonding state KlI the a/s can satisfy
the condition fi a1aJ = 1 in q different ways, and thus this
level has a degeneracy of 2q. The factor of 2 comes
from counting A-B and B-A configurations. Nonbonding
occurs much more often than bonding, however, and
more so the more directionally specific is the interaction (i. e., the larger q becomes). In this model the
nonbonding state K2 has a degeneracy 2q(q -1); greater
than that for bonding by roughly a factor of q for the large
q used here (- 500). Like molecules do not bond in this
model, and thus they are free to take on any orientation,
giving rise to a degeneracy of 2q2, again up by a factor
of q. Therefore, even though the level K1 is energetically most favorable, it is also entropically disfavored. In
fact, since the degeneracy associated with K1 is down by
a factor of q, this level will not be important in the system, because of entropy conSiderations, until the temperature is lowered to the order of 1/lnq (in reduced
units).
We can now understand the basic workings of the model.
At high temperatures only the energy levels 0 and Ka are
important in the system, because of their large degeneracies. These energy levels are essentially what one
would obtain for the Ising model [Eq. (1)] and thus will
tend to produce an UCST. As the temperature is lowered to -l/lnq, the bonding level K1 now becomes important, and the system seeks to mix again so that the
favorable A-B bonding can take place. This produces
the LCST. Similarly, we see that even though the mixing entropy increases as the temperature is lowered,
much more entropy is lost by falling into the bonding
level with its low orientational entropy. The result is
that the total entropy monotonically decreases, as required by thermodynamics. Finally, if the bonding level
is too favorable energetically, it can overcome its entropic disadvantage, and the system may never separate
at aU.
studiesS- 8

Several
have shown this model to be quite
accurate, quantitatively as well as qualitatively. Perhaps its most accurate solution to date results from the
PSRG method of Migdal and Kadanoff 27.28 (MK) and these
calculations have been presented in detail elsewhere.s- 7
Here, we shall recall some of the major findings of the
PSRG studies, and use them to motivate and illustrate
the simple calculational method which we use in this
paper. In Fig. 2, the phase diagram obtained within
the Migdal-Kadanoff apprOXimation is plotted in interaction-parameter space (K 1 ,K2 ) for negative Ka, with
q = 500. First, note that when K1 =Ka, the bonding and
nonbonding energies are the same, thus bonding no
longer plays a role and the model reduces to the ISing
model. This is of particular importance because of the
wealth of information available for the Ising model. 3• 3'-3s
In the MK calculation the critical point is represented by
the fixed point of the RG "flow," located at point F. For
I K,I = I Kal less than the critical value, the system is
mixed, in a more or less random manner, while for
IK,I = IK21 greater than this value the system is phase
separated. The curve XY in Fig. 2 separates these two
phases, and every point on this curve is itself an Ising
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FIG. 2. Quadrant IT of the global phase diagram for the twoparameter Hamiltonian (Eq. (2)1 with q=500. obtained froma
Migdal-Kadanoff position-space renormallzation group calculation (Ref. 5). The locus of initial conditions for a given system extends from the origin through points U and L, the UCST
and LCST, respectively. Point F is the Ising subspace fixed
point of the MK recursions. Points a.-a3 and b,-bs show typical RG flows. demonstrating the rapid convergence to the
Ising subspace (the line K 1 = K 2).

critical point. When K 1 - +00 and Ka- _00 the system
settles into a ground state of alternating A and B molecules which are all bonded to one another, in other
wordS, a crystal. The curve ZW separates the mixed
phase from the crystal phase. It should be noted that
there is always a thin wedge of the mixed phase between
the curves XY and ZW, so that these curves never actually touch. That is, freezing never preempts the
LCST in this model.
Now, the interpretation of this phase diagram in terms
of a physical system is as follows: Any given mixture of
molecules will have a representative bonding energy
J, = -Kl/fJ « 0) and nonbonding energy J 2 = -KalfJ (> 0).
These energies are givens of the molecular system,
and thus a mixture can be characterized by its value of
R =-K/Ka (and also q). The initial conditions of the
system thus lie along a ray extending from the origin,
as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 2, with temperature (T) becoming lower with increasing distance from
the origin. Thus, at high T the system is mixed. As
temperature is lowered an UCST is encountered at the
point U, and lower in T the LCST is encountered at L.
Below this the system is mixed again, and finally, at
still lower temperatures, it will freeze. Thus, we see
that closed-loop phase diagrams are indeed produced.
It is interesting to note that under the PSRG mappings,
the initial system rapidly flows, or renormalizes, to a
simple ISing model. For example, if the initial condition is point a 1 (Fig. 2), then after one renormalization,
the system flows to point aa. With one more renormalization the system is essentially an Ising model at point
as, since K 1 "" Ka. Similarly, starting at point b1 the
system again flows under two RG iterations to approach
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the dashed line, and therefore no phase separation occurs.

c

Q

e

We obtain qualitatively the same results using a much
simpler method, which can be thought of in the following
way. The RG calculation has shown that after only a few
renormalizations the (J variables are effectively taken
out of the problem, so that the system maps to an ISing
model. It has been shown that, within a high-temperature series expansion, one can trace out the (J variables
in a Single step, to a very good approximation, creating
in the process an effective ISing coupling. 8 In a sense,
the (J variables are irrelevant in that they do not change
the phase separation transition to a universality class
other than that of the Ising model. Instead, the effect
of the (J variables is Simply to alter the way the coupling
depends on temperature. This is illustrated -in Fig.
3(b), where we plot the result (derived below)

.~ -0.5
<.9

a:::

C\J
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.i!!

-1.0

0
C\J

~

-1.5
0

....
Q;

-0.5

~

-/.0

(3)
-1.5
0

234

T =-1/K2
FIG. 3. Coupling constants as a function of temperature for
the two-parameter model [Eq. (2) I with q =500. Note that this
coupling is for an Ising model written as in Eq. (1). (a) K2
after two iterations of the MK recursion relations, for temperatures above the freezing transition. Curves (i) through
(iii) are for R (= -K j /K 2) of -1, 1. 95, 3.7, respectively.
(b) Results of the trace-out method showing the same qualitative behavior. R= -1, 3, 7 for curves (i), (ii), and (iii). In
(b) the dashed line is at the critical value of the coupling constant for the 3-d Ising model, while in (a) it is at the value
found in the MK approximation (see Ref. 5).

a Simple ISing model at point b3. Thus, the RG calculation in effect tells us that after a few renormalizations
the (J variables (orientational degrees of freedom) no
longer have an effect, but rather the system is now an
Ising model whose temperature dependence is rather
interesting. In Fig. 3(a) we illustrate this by plotting
Ka after two RG iterations vs the initial temperature.
Note that we have chosen the Kronecker delta notation
in Eq. (2) and the ISing coupling constants are < 0 for
ferromagnetic (AA, BB) ordering. This plot then shows
the effective Ising coupling as a function of temperature.
Case (1) is for R =- 1, that is Kl =Ka. In this case our
model reduces to the ISing model and thus the strength
of the coupling monotonically increases (i. e., becomes
more negative) as temperature is lowered. The dashed
line in Fig. 3(a) indicates the critical coupling, so that
for R = - 1 there is only one critical point, an UCST.
For lower temperatures the system becomes increasingly separated. Case (ii) corresponds to a value of R,
similar to that shown in Fig. 2, which produces a closed
loop. As temperature is lowered the effective coupling
crosses the critical value, producing an UCST. At still
lower T the effective coupling rises, again crossing the
critical value, producing a LCST, and the system becomes mixed. Finally, case (iii) illustrates the situation in which R is too large to produce a loop (miscibility
gap). Thus, the effective coupling never crosses below

vs T =- l/Ka• Recall that this expression refers to the
formulation in Eq. (2), and gives ferromagnetic ordering for Keff<Kerltleal <0. This expression for Keff can
be shown8 to be exact through order (V/q)3, where

v = exp[(R + l)/T] -1 .

(4)

Shortly, we shall re-derive this result in a more general
context.
It is clear from Fig. 3(b) that the effective coupling
generated by traCing out the (J variables has the same
qualitative features as the RG transformation. We can
translate Fig. 3(b) back into a phase diagram in interaction space (Kt>Kg), as in Fig. 2, by recalling that each
case shown in Fig. 3(b) corresponds to a given value of
R, and thus for any ray extending from the origin we can
determine the location of the critical pOints (if any). The
result, shown in Fig. 4(a), is qualitatively very similar
to the PSRG phase diagram in Fig. 2. Note that the transition from the mixed to crystal phase is an Ising antiferromagnetic transition in this trace-out method, while
in the RG case it is a 2q-state Potts model34 transition,
which for large q is known to be first order,35 as expected for freezing. Thus, the RG calculation is the
more accurate of the two, though, as we shall see, the
trace-out technique is very easy to use and is qualitatively correct for the phase separation transitions.
Note that, while the freezing transition is in a different
universality class, the ground state is the same-an
A-B strongly bonded phase.

Figure 4(b) shows the T-x phase diagrams obtained
from this simple calculation, where the two points
plotted for temperatures within the loops are x.
=~ (1 ± M), and M is the ISing spontaneous magnetization.
The closed-loop phase diagrams have the correct qualitative features, such as a greater "flatness" near the
bottom than near the top, though quantitatively we find
that the loop is generally somewhat narrower than that
of the more accurate RG calculation.
We now describe how to implement the trace-out method in practice. To do this, we consider a generalization
of the model studied thus far. In addition to bonding in-
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FIG. 4. Results of the trace-out method (Sec. ITA) applied to the two-parameter model [Eq. (2)1 with q=500. (a) Global phase
diagram in the relevant quadrant (K 1 > 0, K2 < 0) for binary mixtures showing closed-loop phase diagrams. The boundary separating the "2-phase coexistence" and "mixed" regions is a line of Ising ferromagnetic transitions, while the boundary of the mixed
and crystal regions indicates Ising antiferromagnetic transitions. Rays (i) and (ii) represent loci of initial conditions which produce closed-loop T-x phase diagrams. Line (iii) describes a nonseparating system. Note the similarity of the phase diagram to
that obtained from the PSRG calculation (Fig. 2). (h) Temperature-composition (T-x) phase diagrams for fixed q, showing the
evolution of the loops as R increases. Curves (1) and (ii) correspond to the rays (i) and (ii) in (a). All temperatures are normalized to the UCST of (i). Note the flatness of the bottom of the loops, in agreement with many experiments.

teractions between unlike molecules, we include the possibility of bonding between like molecules. The addition
of one further interaction to our model generates a three
interaction-parameter modelS.? (the "generalized model"),
-

~JCS(Kl' Ka, Ks) = - ~JCa +

L K3 6818 J 6alaJ
(Ii>

•

(5)

A nearest-neighbor pair has reduced energy K3 if the
molecules are of the same type (51 =5 J ) and are bonded
(CTI =CTJ). Therefore, the zero energy level is now split
into energy K3 for bonding configurations, and zero for
nonbonding configurations, as shown in Fig. l(b).
Notice that again the bonding levels are entropically disfavored relative to nonbonding. We expect many systems to be described by strong bonding between like
molecules: Aqueous systems will certainly fall in this
class, though at this level we consider the A-A and
B-B energies to be the same. Cases in which different
types of molecules bond with different strength will clearly be important, and we shall return to this point in Sec.
III. For the moment, we can consider Ks to be roughly
the average of the A-A and B-B bonding energies.
It is easy to generate an effective ISing coupling for
this model. Consider taking a single bond out of the
lattice. This "graph" can be shown to be the leading
term in an exact high-temperature series expansion. 8
The single-bond Hamiltonian is

- ~JCs({51' 5a}; {CT1, CTa}) =K l (l - 6. 18a) 6 ala2
(6)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 label the two sites associated with the bond. We now want to trace-out the CT
variables to generate an effective Ising coupling. This
can be written as

TrlaltlJ2l exp[ - ~JCs({51> 5a};

{CT 1 ,

CTa})]

=exp[-~JCeff({51,5a})] ,

(7)

with
- ~JC.u({51> 5a}) =K.u (l- 6. 182) +Ko ,

(8)

where Ko is a zero-spin coupling, that is, it simply contributes to the free energy. We can easily carry out this
calculation by considering specific configurations for 51
and 5a. For example, when 51 =52=A, we obtain
Trlal.lJ2lexp(K36alaa),=eKo=qEf3+q(q-1) •

(9)

Similarly, when 51 = A and 5a = B the result is
Trlal.aal exp[KI6alaa+K8(1- 6 alaa )] = exp(Keff+Ko)
=qeKl +q(q_1)eK2 •

(10)

Thus, we readily solve Eqs. (9) and (10) to obtain
Ko=ln[qeKS+q(q -1)] ,

(11)

Efl + (q _ 1) eK2 ]
Keff=ln [ eKs +(q_1)

(12)

USing T = -lIKa, and S = -KsIKa, this can be written as
I [exp[(R + l)/T] + (q - 1)]
K eft -.::.!
T + n
e SfT + (q _ 1)
•

(13)

For S = 0 (Ks = 0) this reduces to the result given in Eq.
(3). Finally, it is clear that this simple trace-out method can be applied to a wide variety of bonding interactions, with equal ease, a definite advantage over the RG
calculation. Specifically, the discrete sum over the
Potts variables can become an integral over continuous
degrees of freedom. Further examples are given in the
next section.
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cally, but rather, at some low temperature becomes
less negative, approaching the critical value, with the
result that the phase separation is less complete there.
This is reflected in Fig. 5(b) by the "pinching-in" effect
exhibited at intermediate temperatures. As R increases
K err evolves to the form in case (iii), where there are
now three critical points. The resulting phase diagram
in T-x space is shown by (iii) in Fig. 5(b). Inside the
loop is the usual two phase coexistence, which reappears at the lowest temperatures. As R is increased
further, the loop vanishes, as in Fig. 5(a) case (ii).
Finally, whenR>5, the ground state switches over to
A-B. In this particular evolution, the loop vanishes
first, as R is increased, and then the lower separation
vanishes. For different values of 5, the two regions
can disappear in reverse order. Thus, we see that an
"ordinary" phase separation can pinch in, form a loop,
and evolve in various ways as a function of the basic parameters in the model. In the next section we discuss
examples of experiments showing these types of phenomena.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the (K 1 ,K2 ) plane of the global
phase diagram for the three interaction-parameter
model. We show only the transitions from mixed to two
phase coexistence. All curves are calculated with
q =500, while S is fixed at various values for the different curves shown. Thus, S =0 is the same phase diagram shown in Fig. 4(a). For a given value of S, the
phase boundary asymptotes to a straight line of slope
- S as K2 - - 00. This reflects the changeover in the
ground state from A-B (R>S) to A-A, B-B (R <S).

(jii)

0.2
0..1

o..OQ-=-.o.--'------'------'-----'--='0.-=-5-'---'----L----'--c-'I.o.

X
FIG. 5. Results of the trace-out method applied to the generalized Hamiltonian [Eq. (5) J. (a) Nearest-neighbor coupling
[for an Ising model written as in Eq. (1) J vs temperature for
various values of R at fixed q (500) and S (9.0). Curves (i)
through (iv) correspond to R = 9, 8.9, 8.6, and 8.5, respectively. (b) T-x phase diagrams for curves (iii) and (iv), normalized to the UCST of (iv). Note the "pinched-in" coexistence
curve for (iv).

B. Thermodynamic functions

So far, we have studied the model Hamiltonians shown
in Fig. 1 both by PSRG methods and a very Simple trace-

/0

8

With the expression given in Eq. (13) in hand, we can
now explore the phase diagrams which result from this
model. First, in Fig. 5(a), Keu is plotted as a function of temperature, for various values of R. For all
curves in this figure, q and 5 are held fixed. We can
see that the effective coupling has developed a more
complicated temperature dependence with the addition
of the interaction K 3 • For example, the system now
displays different ground states depending on the relationship of R to 5. If R > 5 (K 1> K 3 ), then the ground
state is as before; namely, A-B [case (i) in Fig. 5(a)].
However, when 5> R(Ks> K 1 ) the ground state is a phase
separated system; A-A coexisting with B-B [cases
(ii, iii, iV)].

6

Kl
4

2

-8

-6

0
0

FIG. 6. Global diagram for the Hamiltonian of Eq. (5) for q

The phase diagrams in T-x space are also considerably
more interesting, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Case (iv)
(R <5) corresponds to (iv) in Fig. 5(a), and we see that
there is only a single critical point. Nonetheless, we
notice that Kerr does not increase in strength monotoni-

= 500 and various values of S, as indicated. Only the two-phase

coexistence boundary is shown. Note the similarity of the
three curves near the knee of the ordered region phase boundary. In each case, that boundary asymptotes to a slope of
-S as K2 __ 00, Kt-+oO, reflecting the changeover of ground
states at R=S (Kt=KJl.
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out technique, and presented the various types of phase
diagrams that one can obtain. We now turn to a discussion of the basic thermodynamic functions, such as
entropy, specific heat, etc., using the trace-out method.
We shall see that it is easy to derive analytic expressions for thermodynamic quantities in terms of the ISing
model. By then utilizing the information available for
the Ising model, S,31-3S we are able to study our models
in great detail. The results discussed below are in very
good agreement with those of the PSRG calculation.
First, we derive an expression for the free energy
associated with the general model - f33C 3 in terms of the
Ising free energy. Recall that the results of our traceout method are contained in Eqs. (11) and (12). To this
point, we have basically studied just the implications of
Eq. (12), but now, to develop the free energy, we must
also include the constant term Ko as given in Eq. (11).
We can see this as followsj the reduced free energy per
site (f= - /3F) we desire is
1
I(K 1 ,K2 ,K3 ) = N In Tria,) Tria,) exp[- /3JCa({s,}j {a,})]. (14)

The first step is to carry out the trace over {a,} in an
approximate way, as described above, by performing the
trace on a single bond. The result is
I(K 1 ,K2 ,K3 )'" N..! In Tria,) exp{L: [Keu (I-0 a,a,)+
('I)

id Ko]},
(15)

where Ko and Keft are as given before. The factor 1/2d
in the Ko term is to prevent over counting the contribution of each site. Recall that each site is a member of
2d bonds, where d is the dimensionality of the hypercubic lattice, and each of these bonds contributes a factor of Ko. We can pull this constant term through the
trace, using the relation ~(jJ) 1 =dN, to obtain
I(K 1 ,K2 ,Ka) =! Ko+

~ In Tria,) exp[L:
(lJ)

Keff(l- Oa,a / )] ,
(16)

within our approximation. Finally, we wish to make
contact with the standard form of the Ising model, which
is written
(17)

-i33C 1= L: K1s,sJ
(IJ)

where s, =:1: 1. We can express our model in this form
by noting that 1 - Oa,aJ = ~(1 - Sf S J)' Thus,
l(Kh K 2,Ks ) = !Ko

+

~ In {eXP(NdKerr /2)Tr r f ) exp[&) (-!Keff)SfS,]}

= !Ko - dK1 + II(KI) ,

.t

(18)

with
(19)

Note that the effective Ising coupling is now> 0 for
ferromagnetic ordering, since we have mapped onto the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (17). This is the basic result relating the thermodynamics of the mOdel we study to the
Ising model. In future usage, the subscript I will always refer to the standard Ising model as written in Eq.

1499

(17), while quantities with no subscripts refer to the
model - f33C S (Kh K 2 , Ks).
One of the Simplest thermodynamic quantities to consider is the spontaneous magnetization. Since Ko and
Kr = - ? Keu are both analytic functions, they will
not contribute, and thus we simply have
tU1(Kh K 2,Ks )

=i lim [(:{)Ih-o" - (~)L-J= tU1 (KI) ,
1

(20)

where h is the magnetic field. For the purposes of a
T -x phase diagram recall that we make the association
x",=i(l ±M).

Next, consider the entropy. In te rms of the reduced
free energy, the entropy is
S = 1+ T(al/aT).

(21)

Recall that we define temperature to be T = -1/K2' from
which it follows that aK1/aT=-RK~, aK2 /aT =K~, and
aKs/aT =-SK~. Using these relations, we find,
S = 1+ T

S

[(:)e:i)

=1- [Kl

(~ )

+ K2

+

(~)(~) + (~)(~)]

(~

) + Ks

(a~)] .

(22)

In terms of the Ising model, this is

S=II-dKI+iKo-iKs(~~)

This is to be compared with the Ising entropy which is

SI=II-KI(~)

•

(24)

With these results we can study some of the aspects
of this model which were simply mentioned in a qualitative manner above. In particular, it is clear that below
the closed loop the entropy of mixing has increased,
though, of course, we expect that the total entropy decreases monotonically as temperature is lowered. This
can happen if the decrease in orientational entropy
is more than enough to offset the increase in mixing
entropy. To study this quantitatively, we first note that
Eq. (23) is an expression for the total entropy of the
system, 1. e., orientational plus miXing. On the other
hand, the mixing entropy is simply the entropy associated with the ISing degrees of freedom, which is given
in Eq. (24). Clearly, the orientational entropy is just
the difference. In Fig. 7 we plot the various entropies
for the case of a typical loop. Note that the temperature
axis is now horizontal, and that one vertical axis is
associated with composition, the other with the entropies. First, in Fig. 7 curve (a), we plot the mixing
entropy, which, near the bottom of the loop, increases
as the system becomes homogeneous. The decrease in
orientational entropy (b) is enough so that the total entropy, curve (c), does decrease monotonically with T.
Thus, the basic mechanism of the model is explicitly
illustrated in this calculation.
Let us now consider the specific heat (at h =0) defined
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.

(25)

where S is given in Eq. (23). It should be pointed out
that, since our model is symmetric, this is simply the
specific heat at constant composition x ;
After some
straightforward, but tedious algebra, we obtain

t.

[(tk) -d] [K~(~~t) +K~(Sa~O +K~(~~t)
+2KiK2(a~~~J + 2K2Ks(s~:a~) + 2KiKg(a~~~)]

2f
+(aaKiI)rLKi (aKI)
SKi + K2 (aKI)
aK2+ Ks (aKI)~2
aKg~ +

1

2(~)

#(g

0.8

0.9

1.0

0

1.1

T/Tu

FIG. 7. Mixing, orientational, and total entropy [(a), (b), and
(c), respectively] for a typical closed-loop phase diagram.
Note the normalization of the temperature scale to the VeST of
the loop. The mixing entropy increases as the loop closes up,
near the LeST, as expected, while the orientational entropy
decreases rapidly enough, as the system settles into A-B
bonded states, that the total entropy monotonically decreases.

C=

c

0.62

c

0.4~
:2:

1.1

T(:~)

0.8

~

0.62

a

C;

.' .................
0.3

0

c:

,r

1.0
«(Hls,sJ)(HlCT,a»

aKf .
(26)

By comparison, the ISing specific heat is simply
(27)

FIG. 9. Nearest-neighbor bonding correlations vs temperature
for a closed-loop phase diagram. The lower curve shows the
fraction of "bonded" unlike nearest neighbors [Eq. (28], and
the upper curve gives the fraction of nonbonded unlike nearest
neighbors [Eq. (29)]. Note that bonding does not become significant until near the LeST.

Figure 8 shows the specific heat for a typical closedloop diagram. Note how the amplitudes of the specific
heat are reversed for the lower critical point as compared to the upper, in agreement with experiments. 19
The large background at temperatures below the LeST
signals the approach of the transition to the "crystal"
phase.
It is also of interest to study various nearest-neighbor
correlations of the model. For instance, the fraction
of nearest neighbors which are unlike and orientationally
bonded (A -B) is

«1 - OSiSj)Oala) ; ~ (a~ ); [~(a~: ) - 1] (~) .

This function is shown in Fig. 9, where we can see that
the fraction of bonding increases dramatically in the
vicinity of the LCST, in accord with the mechanism described in the Introduction. Similarly, we can determine the fraction of nearest neighbors which are unlike
and not bonded (A' B) to be

«1 - OOloj)(l - 0ala ) ; ~ (a~ ); [~(~ )-lJ(~) ,
2
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FIG. 8. Specific heat calculated from Eq. (26) for a typical
closed-loop phase diagram obtained from the two-parameter
model [Eq. (2)]. Note the reversal of the amplitudes at the
LeST. The dramatic rise of the background at low temperatures signals the approach of the transition to the A-B crystal.

(28)

I

2

(29)

which is also plotted in Fig. 9. The large drop in this
quantity within the loop is due to the fact that when the
system phase separates, most nearest neighbors are
AA and BB.
Finally, we consider the nearest-neighbor correlation
of the ISing variables (s IS}). Since the Ising variables
relate to the compOSition of the fluid, it is such correlations which contribute strongly to scattering, e. g. ,
in a light scattering experiment. The solid curve in Fig.
10 is (SIS}) associated with the closed-loop coexistence
curve. The dashed curve shows the same correlation,
but for a system in which the loop has just vanished,
i. e., R has just become large enough that phase separation no longer occurs. Though the system is now miscible at all temperatures, we see that the correlation
still has a maximum just where the system is closest
to phase separating. Thus, in a totally miscible sys-
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FIG. 10. Nearest-neighbor correlation function (Si Sj) for q
= 500 and R greater (less) tban tbe critical R for tbe loops to
form (dashed and solid curves, respectively). The critical
coupling (Si Sj)c for phase separation to occur is indicated.
Note tbe distinct maximum present even when no miscibility
gap appears (dashed curve).

tem, the correlation (SIS j) gives a clear indication of
an incipient closed loop. If an experimental variable,
such as pressure or the composition of a third component, is changed in the appropriate direction, the maximum of (sISj) will rise until it reaches the critical value
(SIS j)c, beyond which the loop appears. Therefore, the
study of correlations, in particular those measured by
light scattering, can identify systems which may look
simple, but in fact are likely to show closed-loop behavior. Of course, scattering experiments measure
quantities which are not simply nn correlations, but we
expect a rise in (s IS j) to be indicative of the onset of
long-range correlations. A further discussion of this is
given in Sec. llID.

in the mixture constant. The results are indicated by
the stars in Fig. 11. Our method for fitting the twoparameter model [Eq. (2)] to this data is straightforward:
For a reference system we use the pure D2 0 T-x data.
The parameters q and R are chosen to reproduce exactly
the ratio LCST /UCST, and give good agreement with the
observed width of the coexistence curve. We have used
the symmetrization procedure described by Johnston
et al. ~6 to allow comparison between the data and the
symmetric lattice -gas phase diagrams. The precise
value of q for optimum match to this reference curve
width is not important, since we are interested in trends
in the parameters with a perturbation such as isotopic
dilution. The value of q (500) for pure °20 was also
chosen based on consideration of the approximation acceptance angle of a hydrogen bond. We have found that
values of q of - 500 are applicable to a wide range of
systems. For each pair of data points at a given mole
fraction of H2 0 in the solvent, the values of q and R
relative to the pure °20 system are uniquely defined:
Both the miscibility gap critical point temperature ratio
and the ratios of those pOints to the pure °20 points
must be satisfied, Matching the gap ratio alone is not
sufficient for a unique determination of q and R and will
not, in general, produce an internaUy consistent experimental match. The trends in these parameters are
shown in Fig. 12. They show a remarkably linear dependence on solvent composition, suggesting that the effective interactions are just composition averages of the
intrinsic H20 and D20 properties. In Fig. 11 we show
the agreement with the experiments obtained by a simple
linear interpolation between the values of Rand q at the
extremes of composition. We predict that the loops
vanish at a mole fraction x H 0 '" O. 815, in the sol vent,
in a solution of 30% i3-picoli~e by weight.
The actual strength of the bonding interaction can be
calculated as follows: The temperature scale we use

III. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS, INTERPRETATION
OF MODELS, AND COMPARISONS WITH
EXPERIMENTS

In the following section, we discuss the use of the WV
models in the interpretation of experimental data on
binary systems. While the models' parameters are
typically well defined in matching experiments, the interpretation of their trends is not always straightforward. However, our goal in this work is not the formulation of a detailed microscopic theory of these parameters, with specific systems in mind. Rather, in this
paper we study simple methods of fitting the parameters to a wide range of experimental data and extracting
the dominant trends. In cases where the underlying
physics is clear, we will expand upon the discussion.
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A. Isotope substitution experiments
One of the most straightforward experiments on
binary mixture miscibility is the study of the effects of
progressive enrichment of one component with one of
its isotopic variants. COX15 has studied the dependence
of critical solution temperatures in the 3-methyl pyridine + D20 system on progressive dilution of the D20 with
H20, while keeping the total pyridine weight fraction

FIG. 11. Miscibility gap critical temperatures for tbe system
3-metbyl pyridine +H 20 +D20, as a function of the isotopic
composition of tbe solvent. Data are from Ref. 15 and normalized to tbe pure DzO VeST. The heavy li~ is the result of a
calculation in which q and R are linearly interpolated between
tbe values chosen to fit tbe data at the extremes of composition. The dotted line is tbe fit using Eqs. (30)-(32), holding
qat 500.
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FIG. 12. Trends in the parameters Rand q with the solvent
composition of the mixtures for the system 3-methyl pyridine
+ H20 + 020. The lines between the data at the extremes
of composition show the linear interpolations which are used
in Fig. 11.

is K2 = -liT, and thus the point-by -point match to the
data fixes J 2 to be -kB T yK2 , where T y is the UCST for
X H20 =0.
For the {:l-picoline system this is +0.41
kcal/mol. The bonding interaction is just - RJ2 and this
is displayed as a function of the solvent composition in
Table I. The calculated values are reasonable estimates of hydrogen bond strengths (relative to the nonbonding interaction J 2 ) and decrease in strength with
added H20, as discussed below. This type of analysis
can also be done by fixing q and letting Kl and K2 vary
freely. It is again found that J 2 is approximately constant, while J 1 becomes less negative with added normal
water, as above.
While our model is by no means a detailed microscopic
theory of the complexities of hydrogen bonding, the above
results are suggestive of a simple explanation for the
observed behavior. Based on the Born-Oppenheimer
approximations to a chemical bond, one would expect
the intermolecular potential wells for a hydrogen bond
and a deuterium bond to be essentially identical. The
deuteron would lie lower in the well than the lighter
proton, and hence be held more strongly. Thus, the
system average strength of the unlike molecule attractive force R should decrease with progressive addition
of normal water. Note that a hydrogen atom has a larger thermal de Broglie wavelength than a deuterium
atom and hence is less localized (and therefore has a
lower q). Within our model, a decreasing unlike attractive energy R for constant q, is accompanied by an increasing miscibility gap. Thus, in order for the loop to
shrink, there must be a simultaneous decrease in the
orientational specificity. This is equivalent to q decreasing. In the global phase diagram [Fig. 4(a)], the
height of the two phase coexistence boundary scales as
lnq and therefore a decrease in q will tend to move the
boundary down, decreasing the size of the miscibility
gap. Thus, these arguments allow for a consistent interpretation of the results shown in Fig. 12, but do not,
of course, rule out the possibility of other explanations.
Although the parameter fitting in the 3 -methyl pyridine
+H 20+D 20 system is clearly defined, there may be
other systems for which a simple approximation is useful for a qualitative description of miscibility trends.
If the perturbation to the system is small, it may be

reasonable to assume that either one of q or R is roughly constant throughout the perturbation. For instance,
in the H2o/D20 case above, instead of following the
correct procedure of generalizing the Hamiltonian explicitly to account for a third interacting species, with
an associated chemical potential, we can gain a rough
idea of the results by simply performing the trace over
the Potts variable (see Sec. llA) assuming a fraction
(l-p) of the unlike nearest-neighbor pairs interacts with
one bond strength R, and a fraction p interacts with
strength R'. We then interpret p as, for instance, the
mole fraction of H20 in the solvent. This procedure
leads to a very simple result, but we emphasize again
that this is not a correct statistical mechanical approach
to the problem, and that certain difficulties in interpretation could arise.
The effective coupling in this approximation then becomes
Keu=

~1

+In{l+

~ [(l_p)e(R+llIT +pe(R'+l)/T -1]}.(30)

Recall that the system maps onto the standard Ising
model via Kr= - (t)Keuo The parameter R' can be determined uniquely from the data by noting that we can
define an effective R, through the relation
(31)
We then require that Reu be the critical value of R such
that the locus of initial conditions is tangent to the Ising
critical surface (as in Fig. 13) for that value of p at
which the miscibility gap vanishes. Denoting that temperature Tc (in reduced units), and critical p by Pc, we
find
(32)
where R is fixed by matching the data at p =0. The results of such a match to the pyridine-water data are
moderately good (see Fig. 11). We find that the agreement is fairly insensitive to small changes in q, but
does improve for very much lower q (- 50) and appropriate values of R. Similar results can be obtained by
assuming both species have the same strength of interaction but different orientational specificities q and q'.

TABLE I. Calculated hydrogen bond
strengths as a function of the composition
of the solvent H20 +020 for the system
3-methyl Pxridine +H 20 +020. For this
calculation, the nonbonding energy is constant atJ 2=+0.41 kcal/mole. Values of
q and R for this calculation are shown in
Fig. 12. Note that the bonding interaction becomes less favorable as the solvent is made richer in normal water
(see text for discussion).
Mole fraction H20
in H 20 +°2°
0.000
0.523
0.790

Jj

(kcal/mole)
-2.58
-2.54
-2.51
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+ H20 system at high pressures with the two-parameter
Hamiltonian to a good apprOximation. Of course, at
lower pressures, the full three-parameter model must
be used. An example of a matching of experimental
data for a system with a lower separation is discussed
below.
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FIG. 13. Detail of the global phase diagram in Fig. 4(a) ,
showing a locus of initial condItions (dashed line) such that the
miscibility gap has just vanished. Curve (a) shows, in this
parameter space, the points of maximum nn correlation, as R
varies for fixed q. The continuation of (a) into the phase separated region, illustrated by Sec. (b), is the locus of maximum phase separation as R is varied further. Thus, Sec. (a)
represents the locus of closest approach to criticality while
(b) represents the greatest distance from the critical surface,
within the loop. Critical exponents are predicted to be renormalized at the point D.

Our method of fitting the values of q and R to the
pressure data is totally analogous to that used in the
H20 +D 20 +3-methyl pyridine data: We choose a reference system (in this case, the 200 atm coexistence curve)
and for each pressure adjust q and R to give the correct
miscibility gap ratio and LCST and UCST ratios to the
reference critical points. As in many binary aqueous
mixtures, the T-x coexistence curves are asymmetric
with respect to mole fraction 1/2. Often, as is the case
here, considerable symmetrization is achieved with a
change of variables from mole fraction to weight fraction, reflecting the very small size but moderate density
of water molecules relative to the larger organic speCies.
The symmetrization procedure of Johnson et al. 36 used
before, provides a convenient method of comparison
with these lattice-gas predictions. The results of such
a fit are shown in Fig. 15, where we compare the WV
predictions of the T -x curves with the data over a wide
range of pressure (- 650 atm). Once having fit the
values of the LCST and UCST, the theoretical coexistence curves (Fig. 15) are in very good agreement with

1.0

The determination of which approximation is more
physically reasonable depends of course on the specific
molecular system being stUdied.

0.9
0.8

B. Studies of the pressure dependence of miscibility
Much experimental work has been performed on the
pressure dependence of miscibility gaps in organic mixtures. While, as noted in the Introduction, a T-P-x
miscibility dome is a common occurrence, there are
other phenomena for which a mechanistic understanding
and phYSical mOdels are useful. In this subsection, we
explore several of these with the two lattice-gas Hamiltonians to show that they contain the essential physics
manifested in complicated experimental data. Agreement with data is achieved with a minimum of parametric freedom.
The binary system 2 -butanol + H2 0 has been studied
for many years 37 ,38 (starting in the very early part of
this century). At high pressures, a simple T-P-x
miscibility dome is observed with the "hypercritical
point" (at which the gap disappears) located at - 845 atm
and - 67°C. 37 At pressures below - 200 atm, the T-x
diagram at a fixed pressure ceases to show a closed
loop. Instead, the system remains separated from the
UCST all the way to a freezing transition. However, the
coexistence curve is pinched in at low temperatures,
suggesting an evolution of phase diagrams as in Fig.
14(a) and 14(b). Note that the global phase diagram of
the general model, in the region of the "knee" of the
ferromagnetic boundary, is very similar to that of the
S=O model (Fig. 6). We thus can study the 2-butanol
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~

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.40
0.38

t2 0.36
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~ 0.34
0.32
0.30
0

0.2
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X

0.6

0.8

1.0

FIG. 14. Evolution of phase diagrams obtained from the generalized HamiltOnian, Eq. (5), for a fixed q (500) and S (6.5)
and slightly varying R. Note In (a) how the curve develops a
critical double point and then forms a closed loop with a lower
separation. (b) Detail of the lower separation region of (a).
R=6.200 (i), 6.204 (ii), 6.204418 ... (iii), and 6.206 (Iv).
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FIG. 15. Comparison of the T-x phase diagrams predicted
from the two-parameter model with experiments on 2-butanol
+ H20. Data are from Ref. 37. The values of q and R used for
each pressure are those in Fig. 16, determined by requiring
the correct LCST/VCST ratio, and critical point ratios relative to the 200 atm data. The shape of the curves is a result
of the calculation. The data have been symmetrized by the
method of Ref. 36. Curves in (a) through (h) are all normalized to the VCST at 200 atm. (i) Superposition of the theoretical curves in (a) through (h), showing a projection of the
T-p-x miscibility dome on the T-x plane.

the experimental data. It is interesting to note the very
regular trends in the shapes of the coexistence curves
when seen superimposed as in Fig. 15{i). The fact that
the theoretical curves for intermediate pressures are
systematically slightly narrower than the data is a characteristic of the trace-out method: The full MigdalKadanoff calculation would fit better, although be much
more involved to implement. Although there appear to
be systematic trends in the dependence of q and R on
pressure (see Fig. 16), a microscopic interpretation is
not yet clear because of complications associated with
the compressibility of the real system and the fixed
spacing of the lattice-gas model, as well as other factors. However, the magnitudes of the interaction energies in this system are similar to those of the 3 -methyl
pyridine system discussed above.
Poppe 39 has studied the pressure dependence of the
miscibility of the binary system glycerol + guaiacol
(o-methoxy phenol) with small amounts of water « 2.5%
by weight). We note that, while several recent workers5,6,23,24 have compared lattice-gas models to this
system, no mention has been made of Poppe's observation that anhydrous glycerol and guaiacol are miscible
in all proportions and at all temperatures. Only after
the introduction of -1.14% water does the system begin
to show a small miscibility gap. It is inferred39 that the
often quoted study of McEwan40 was conducted with a mix-

ture containing - 2. 88% water. Since glycerol is hygroscopic, it is not unreasonable that water contamination
occurs. That this system is so sensitive to the addition
of a polar molecule such as water, and considering the
Hirschfelder, Stevenson and Eyring9 hypothesis (see Sec.
IA), we suggest the following interpretation of the trends
of phase separation: The water molecules compete for
hydrogen-bonding sites on both glycerol and guaiacol,
thereby reducing the attractive forces between the unlike
molecules. It thus becomes energetically less favorable
for the system to remain mixed. We expect that the anhydrous mixture would show precritical behavior, as
might be detected in scattering experiments or thermodynamic measurements (see Sec. HID).
Within the context of our two-parameter model, we
can attempt to describe the above effects by variation
of the coupling-strength ratio R while keeping q fixed.
Of course, hydration effects may also change the orientational specificity of the bonding. The effect on the
coexistence curves is qualitatively the same. There are
two sets of experimental data which we fit with our
model. The first is simply the trends in the UCST and
LCST with increasing concentration of water, at fixed
pressure. The second is variation in critical solution
temperatures with pressure, at fixed composition.
The data on the miscibility gap as a function of the
weight percent of water, at atmospheriC pressure, has
been fit by linearly interpolating R between the appropriate value at 2.28 %water and the critical value at
-1.14%. While there is some uncertainty in the exact
pOSition of the vanishing of the closed loops, the fit to
the data is fairly insensitive to that exact value, except
as the loop shrinks, near 1. 20% water (Fig. 17).
It should be noted that the sizes of the closed loops in
the glYcerol + guaiacol + H20 mixtures, as measured by
the quantity (l-LCST /UCST), are very small in comparison with other systems studied. Also, the variations
in the UCST and LCST near the top of the T-P-x domes
are essentially symmetric (see Fig. 17). This is to be
contrasted with the variation of the loops in the systems
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FIG. 16. Results of a point-by-point match of the parameters
q and R to the critical solution temperature data on the system
2-butanol + H20 above 200 atm (Ref. 37). Note the reversal of
the trends in q and R relative to those found in the 3-methyl
pyridine + H20 + D 20 system (Fig. 12).
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FIG. 17. Critical solution temperatures as a function of
weight percent water for the system glycerol + guaiacol +H 20.
The theoretical curve is calculated by a linear interpolation of
R from a reference value at 2. 28% water to the critical value
for the loops to vanish (for q =500) at 1. 14% water. The normalization temperature is the ueST of the 2.28% water system.
Data are from Ref. 39.

2-butanol +water, and 3-methyl pyridine +H20 +D20,
discussed above. In our model, as either q or R is
varied to bring the minimum in the Ising coupling constant near the Ising critical surface, the gap will be
predicted to vanish parabolically, also. Hence, for
these small loops a distinction between pressure induced changes in the orientational specificity (q) and
the strength of bonding interactions (R) is difficult to
make. Below we show the agreement between the choices
in this system.
The results of fitting the pressure studies data by linearly interpolating q between a reference value at the
lowest pressures studied and the critical q for the loops
to vanish is shown in Fig. 18. Note that all three of the
curves are fit by assuming the same R and adjusting q

80
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60j:::"
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50
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FIG. 18. Pressure dependence of critical solution temperatures for the system o-methoxy phenol (guaiacol) + glycerol with
varying amounts of water. Data for curves (0, (il), and (iii),
are, respectively, for 1. 35%, 1.61%, and 1.90% water by
weight. Note that the addition of water decreases the mutual
solubility of the two compounds. All temperatures are normalized to the 1. 90% water low pressure UeST. Data are from
Ref. 39. The theoretical curves are calculated by a linear
interpolation of q, for fixed R, from the reference value at low
pressure to the pressure at which the closed loops vanish.

R
FIG. 19. Theoretical variation in critical solution temperatures with a wide variation in R, for q=500. Temperatures
are normalized to the UCST for R =O. Note the roughly parabolic behavior near the vanishing of the loops (R - 6. 4) and the
decided asymmetry as the loops widen (decreasing R).

to match the gap ratio at low pressure and produce the
correct hypercritical pOint. This is essentially a one
parameter fit to the data and therefore the match to the
two temperature ratio constraints (discussed before) can
not be satisfied, in general. However, even with this
restricted freedom, the agreement with the data is very
good. The agreement between the model parameters obtained in this fit and those of the previous one (extrapolated to a common pressure) is very good.
For systems with larger loops, it is observed that,
as a function of concentration of a third component, or
pressure, etc., the LCST rises much faster than the
UCST falls, as the loop vanishes. 12,13 Figure 19 shows
that the predicted trends, based on holdillg q at 500 and
linearly varying R, are in agreement with the experiments. From the global global phase diagram [Fig.
4(a)], this behavior is clear since the point L rapidly
recedes to infinity (zero T) as R decreases, while the
location of point U varies much more slowly. The
decoratedJattice models show a much more symmetric,
almost parabOlic behavior for low directional specificity
to the bonding,23 but agree qualitatively with our calculations for highly directional bonds. 41 Similar results
from the WV models come from a variation in q at fixed

R.
To emphasize the physical relevance of the threeparameter model, we study the data on the system
ethanol + water + K:!COa • Novak and Schneider14 have
reported the pressure dependence of the miSCibility critical pOints, at various concentrations of the electrolyte
K2COa • Figure 20 shows some typical experimental results. Note that ethanol and water are miscible in the
absence of salts. The observed widening of the region
of immiscibility (for a fixed pressure) with increasing
electrolyte concentration is a result of the well known
"salting out" effect42,43 As the concentration of ions in
solution is increased, the polar hydroxyl groups of both
components become increaSingly electrostatically shielded
from one another, reducing the strength of the hydrogen
bond and dipolar attractive forces. Hence, at a given
temperature, with added salts, it becomes less favor-
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the Ising critical surface as many as three times in a
temperature scan [for fixed values of q, R, and S, as in
Fig. 5(a)]. For the general case of these parameters,
these critical pOints are distinct. Of course, for specific values, as shown above, two or even all three of
these critical points can merge, leading to "renormalized" exponents for the various thermodynamic singularities. 7,25,44 These can be examined in scattering experiments, order parameter measurements or specific
heat studies. For mathematical convenience, we discuss in detail only the case of the merging of the two
critical points in the basic two-parameter model. More
complex phenomena in the generalized model can be

FIG. 20. Critical temperatures as a function of pressure for
the system ethanol + H20 + K2CO S at various concentrations of the
electrolyte: (a) 14.00% by weight, (b) 14.40%, and (c) 14.90%.
Data are from Ref. 14. Normalization is to the 1 atm extrapolated value of the 14.90% curve. The solid curves are
fits to the data, as described in the text, by linear interpolations and extrapolations from the values of Rand S at two reference pressures, with q fixed at 500. Typical values of R
and S are 9.3 and 10.5 respectively, with their pressure derivatives on the order of (5-10) x 10-4 bar-to Hence, the T-x
phase diagrams change very rapidly as a function of the model
parameters.

able for the system to be mixed than to separate (or
phase separate further) with the associated loss of entropy of mixing and gain in orientational entropy. The
generalized Hamiltonian in the high-temperature series
expansion can predict such behavior by variation of the
appropriate energy parameters.
To fit this model to the data, we locate four reference
pOints in the p-T diagram. These are labeled in Fig.
21(a). We choose these pOints because, within the
trace-out method, the behavior of Keu with temperature
is very clearly defined, as Fig. 21(b) indicates. At
this stage of developing our models, we seek only to
demonstrate that a minimum of parametric variation
can produce this type of phase diagram, and thus we do
not optimize the fit except by eye. In this spirit, we
have fixed the parameter q at 500 and adjusted R to put
the four reference points in good agreement with the
data. This is also a one-parameter fit since S is uniquely determined by q and R, and the constraints on the
temperature dependence of Keu. The theoretical curves
in Fig. 20 are calculated by linear interpolations and
extrapolations of R and S from those two reference pressures. Considering the simplicity of the matching procedure, the results are very encouraging. The expected
evolution of T -x phase diagrams for the middle curve in
Fig. 20 is shown in Figs. 22(a)-22(c). It appears that
this system is analogous to the 2-butanol +water curves,
except that in the latter the lower separation was not
detected. The data of Moriyoshi et al. 37 were taken at
pressure increments of -100 atm. We suggest that a
finer interval would detect such a separation [as in Fig.
14(b)).

C. Exponent renormalization in the trace-out method
The temperature-dependent coupling constant which
arises in the trace-out map to the Ising model can cross

-0.44

-0.45

1.0

1.5

2.0

T
FIG. 21. Method of fitting the generalized Hamiltonian parameters to complex miscibility data. (a) Detail of curve (b) of
Fig. 20, showing idealized reference points TAo T B, Te, and
TD at two reference pressures Pt and P2' The fitting procedure described in the text attempts to optimize the predicted
ratios TBITA , Tv/T e , and TdTA with experimental values or
values derived from interpolations of experimental trends.
(b) Behavior ofKeff at the reference pressures Pt and P2 in (a).
The three pressure cuts in (a) refer to the T-x phase diagrams
in Figs. 22(a)-22(c).
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FIG. 22. Evolution of temperature-composition curves with pressure predicted for the system ethanol + H20 + 14. 40 % by weight
K2C0 3• Graphs (a), (b), and (c) correspond to pressures (i), (H), and (iii) [150, 250, and 350 bar, respectivelyl, in Fig. 21(a).
Temperatures are normalized to the 150 bar UCBT. Note the nearly constant temperature of the lowest separation as the closed
loop pinches off and shrinks.

studied by a straightforward extension of the following
discussion.
Figure 23 shows the experimental initial conditions
in the global phase diagram for values of q and R such
that the upper and lower critical solution points of the
miscibility gap have merged. Therefore, while an experimental measurement is referenced to the critical
temperature Teas IT - Tel /T e(= t), the local approach
to the critical surface here is not linear but parabolic
(ex: t 2 ) to leading order. Hence, the free energy, which
scales like t 2-.. for ordinary critical pOints, 4 where a
is the specific heat exponent, actually behaves as
(t 2)2-.. = t 4-2... Taking two temperature derivatives of
the free energy essentially generates the specific heat,

which now scales as t 2-2... Recall that in our model this
is the speCific heat at constant composition x =t. In
addition, since Rand q are taken to be fixed this result
also pertains to constant pressure. It is interesting to
note that the specific heat is now nondivergent for a < 1.
For instance, the 3-d Ising exponent is -1/8,31 giving
a rounded specific heat anomaly. This result is in
agreement with the work of Griffiths and Wheeler, 45(a}
and also that of Saam, 45(111 with regard to the properties
of a multicomponent mixture along a path of constant
pressure and constant composition, in which a finite
specific heat is predicted at such a special point.
This can be shown explicitly in the two-parameter
model. The specific heat is as given before [Eq. (26)
withK3 =O],

_[
C-

(a / )]
d-\~

{(R +2 1)2 (q _1)e(II+1l!T}
2T [(q_1)+e(R+1l/T]

(33)

A

Now, the minimum of Kerf occurs at a temperature
defined by the relation
1

(q -1)

exp [ (R +1) / T mlnl = ~
KI

..

TmlD

(34)

For a small deviation 6T from T min. we can expand this
expression and obtain
exp[(R +1)/(T mill +6T)]

'" (q; 1) {1 -In [(q; 1)] . ( ~)+ ... } .

(35)

Tmlll

B

And, to leading order in (6T/T mill ) for each term (d=3):
C'" C 1 + Cz

K2
FIG. 23. Detail of temperature approach to a critical point
along a path in parameter space for which renormalized critical exponents are predicted. Along the trajectory indicated by
the dotted line the approach to point C is measured linearly as
t = I T - Tel lTc, whereas the local approach to criticality, as
measured by distance to the critical surface (line ACB), is
paraboUc (ex t 2) to leading order.

(~)
+ Cs ( 6T)2
aK
TmlD
r

(f£t)
,
aKr

(36)

where C h C2 , and Cs are complicated functions of q and
R alone. This explicitly shows a nonsingular background
and terms proportional to tl-ot[Le., (alr/aKr )] and
(6T /T mlll)2 • ("01 [L e., (6T /T mill)2. (sa Irl aK~)]. At the
critical double point formed by the merging of two critical points both the Ising energy (0: alr/aKr ) and the
Ising specific heat (0: a21r1aK~) have doubled exponents,
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because of the parabolic approach, but the third term
has the additional factor of (6T IT mln)2 which is just t 2
at the critical point. Thus, the leading power law singularity is proportional to t 2-2", as pointed out above.
Note that the correlation length exponent will simply
double (from II to 2v) in such a parabolic approach to
the critical point. 18 The magnetization exponent (3 will
likewise be renormalized to 2{3 since the magnetization
is not derived from a temperature derivative of the free
energy. Experimentally, it would be difficult to verify
such exponent doubling in the order parameter since the
loop is vanishing at such a double point. However, as
discussed in Sec. III B, there are systems, like 2butanol +H 20 and ethanol + H20 + ~e03' which show a
pinched-in misCibility curve at low pressures and a
closed loop at high pressures. At some intermediate
pressure, that necked-in portion of the coexistence
curve should just close up, leading to the merging of the
loop and a lower separation, the latter observed as
distinct at higher pressures. This has been discussed
by several other workers. 25,44 This point would be characterized by a coupling constant which behaves as the
lower curve in Fig. 21(b) [see also Fig. 14(b), case (iii) J.
Since the loop has not vanished here, measurement of
the order parameter should allow for an easy verification of exponent doubling. 25 ,44 Of course, light scattering measurements could be employed equally well in
either case, to determine the correlation length behavior.
Finally, we note that at these critical pOints, the exponent renormalization is such that the exponent scaling
relations 4,7 still hold. For example. the dimensionality
d, correlation exponent II, and specific heat exponent ex
are related by
dll ==2 - ex •

(37)

In the renormalized case (indicated by a subscript r),
(38)

so
(39)

D. Specific heat and light scattering experiments as
methods of locating systems on the global phase diagrams
The methods described above for matching the parameters of these lattice-gas models to experimental data
have relied upon accurate knowledge of the critical points
of miscibility gaps. Yet, it has been observed in many
of the real systems discussed that variation of one or
more thermodynamic fields may produce a mixture
which is homogeneous at all temperatures (ignoring the
ever-present freezing and vaporization transitions).
Systems in such a state are not precluded from study by
our models: As Fig. 10 shows, even in the absence of
a miscibility gap, the Ising variable nearest-neighbor
correlation still exhibits a maximum as a function of
temperature. This maximum occurs at the point of
closest approach of Keff to the ISing critical value. The
locus of these maxima, as a function of R (for fixed q,
as might be the caSe in an experiment studying the effects of electrolytes, for instance) on the global phase
diagram is shown by Sec. (a) of the curve in Fig. 13.
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FIG. 24. Theoretical phase diagram (in T -x space) and specific heat curve for a system with a ground state of A-A and
B-B but moderately strong A-B interactions. This results in
a pinched-in coexistence curve and a rounded maximum in the
specific heat. The system 2-butanol + H20 at atmospheric
pressure is predicted to exhibit this behavior.

Such a maximum in nn correlation should be indicative
of the onset of critical fluctuations and would be seen
in a scattering measurement of the correlation length.
Similarly, the specific heat would show a maximum
along roughly the same path, although the amplitude
would be small (see below) since the rise would have
the high-temperature amplitude on either side. This is
clear from an extrapolation of the case in Fig. 8 to beyond the merging of the LeST and the UeST. Note that
as the critical point D (Fig. 13) is approached, this
correlation maximum itself would saturate (as the correlation length ~ diverges), while the specific heat maxima would show a rounded approach (see Sec. III e for
a discussion of critical exponent renormalization).
After conditions are altered to produce a miscibility
gap, the pOints of minimum Kefh as a function of R,
then represent maxima in the concentration difference
between coexisting phases, and minima in the specific
heat. These points correspond to Sec. (b) of the curve
in Fig. 13. In essence, one can describe some of the
properties of a miscible system by the same model
parameters which determine the size and shape of the
coexistence curve, and can follow experimental trajectories in the global phase diagrams.
Just as an approach to criticality in a homogeneous
system results in the onset of long range correlations,
and the associated heat capacity and scattering signals,
so too does an approach from a phase separated regime.
The pinched-in coexistence curves of 2 -butanol and
water and ethanol + H2 0 + ~e03 are examples relatively easily studied. Were a heat capacity measurement
to be performed on such a system, the results are predicted to be like those in Fig. 24. While the speCific
heat diverges at the UeST, the near approach to criticality over a relatively wide temperature range, near
the necked-in part of the coexistence curve, produces a
broad maximum in C. Note that the peak is predicted
to be shifted from the temperature of lowest concentrabon difference as a result of the asymmetric approach
to the critical surface [see Fig. 5(a)]. This maximum
is characterized by the large low-temperature specific
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heat amplitudes, in contrast with the curve measured
beyond the vanishing of the loop (see above).
E. More complex coexistence phenomena

The generalized Hamiltonian [Eq. (5)] has the features to describe quite a wide range of miscibility/immiscibility behavior in binary systems. However, there
is no reason to expect that the interactions of many complex, multifunctional organic molecules with water or
other solvents can be simplified to such a degree and
still be realistic. For instance, it is clear that molecules such as glycerol, guaiacol, and hydroxyethers
have multiple strongly interacting sites and form up to
several discrete hydrogen bonds to neighbors in solution. Certainly, these may be of different strength and
directional specificity, and interactions between neigh-

where we have explicitly included the zero energy level
to make clear the configurational rules.
A typical energy level diagram is shown in Fig. 25,
with the associated particle-pair configurations.
Qualitatively, one would expect this Hamiltonian to show
the same properties as the basic two-parameter model
[Eq. (2)] at high temperatures and repeat the pattern of
mixing and de mixing seen in the three-parameter
model [Eq. (5)] at lower temperatures. This is so
because of the relationships of the degeneracies of the
pairs of energy levels (£(2,0), (Kh K 3 ). and (£(4. Ks).
Each pair has roughly 1/q the degeneracy of the previous one. The energy level hierarchy in Fig. 25 will,
for appropriately chosen parameters, show closed loops
at both high and intermediate temperatures and a final
phase separation at very low temperatures-five critical points in all. It is, of course, possible to study
such a Hamiltonian using the Migdal-Kadanofftechniques
employed in earlier works, or some other such approximation. However, the high dimensionality of the
parameter space (at least eight dimensions with fields
to determine densities) and the cumbersome configuration
counting needed for the MK recursion relations make
such a calculation difficult. It is in a case like this that
the high-temperature series expanSion used throughout
this paper is extremely useful. The summation over
orientational degrees of freedom [Eqs. (7)-(13)] now
extends over both {o-l} and {Ill}, with the result (accurate
to third order, as before)
-1

Keff

=T

+ In

[(q -1)2 + 2(q _1)e(R+ll/T + e(Dl+1VT]
(q _1)2 + 2(q _l)e s1t + eD2lt
,
(41)

where, as before
R=-K1 /K2

s= -

,

(42)

K3/K2 •

and the double bonding energies Dl and D2 are
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boring areas of a given molecule may be nonadditive, if
charge delocalization or conformational strain is present. We have developed such a multiple-state model
through the introduction of another orientational degree
of freedom (another Potts-type variable Il) at each site
in the lattice. For the sake of clarity we make several
simplifications in the Hamiltonian in our discussion below, to demonstrate the qualitative features of this extended version of the mOdel. First, we set the directional degrees of freedom equivalent (0-1 =1, 2, 3, ••• , q;
III = 1,2,3, .•. , q). Second, we assume that the interaction of a nearest-neighbor pair depends only on the
number of bonds formed and not on which of the two
possible types is involved (in the case of only one bond
formed). These assumptions allow for a straightforward examination of nonadditivity of interactions. The
model Hamiltonian can be written

Dl

= -

Dz =

-

K4/K 2

,

(43)

Ks/K2 •

It is important to note that if the double bonding energies
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A:A,

A:B
K2

B:B

4q2(q-l)

2 q 2(q_I)2

2q2(q_I)2

FIG. 25. Reduced-energy level diagram, configurations and
degeneracies for the Hamiltonian of Eq. (40). Bonds involving
only one orientational degree of freedom (0"/'" (J) or Ii- / '= Ii- J) are
indicated by - or ~, while nonbonding configurations are signified by • 's. Note the grouping of the energy levels into
pairs with degeneracies down by a factor of roughly q from the
next lowest energy pair. For appropriate spacing of a hierarchy like this, five critical points will be encountered as
temperature is lowered; two closed loops and a transition to a
phase separated ground state.
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T
(0)

-1.0

Perturbation --

FIG. 26. (a) Evolution of critical solution points with some perturbation to the energy level hierarchy in Fig. 25. Such a perturbation might be caused by pressure or addition of a third component. For this figure, the perturbation consisted of shifting
the energy level K3 from above K1 to below K 1 , linearly. (b) Behavior of K.,f with temperature [Eq. (41) 1, for energy levels as
follows. R =7.2; 5 = 7.5. D1 = 9. 20. and D2 =9.25. Note that the existence of an intermediate-temperature closed loop is a consequence of the very closely space double-bonding levels (D1 and D 2) relative to the single-bonding spacing (between K1 and K s)'
Cross sections in (a), labeled (i)-(iv) refer to Fig. 27.

are taken to be simply additive (.vI =2R, Dz =2S), a
lower closed loop is not predicted, in general: At a
temperature such that the intermediate energy levels
Kl and Ks are at the critical Ising spacing, the levels
K4 (= 2K1) and Ks (= 2Ks) would be at twice that spacing.
Then, as temperature is further lowered, the system
would fall directly into the ground state of doublebonded like nearest neighbors, without an intermediate
mixed phase. Thus, the system would stay phase separated all the way down to zero temperature. A lower
closed loop results from very closely spaced K, and K5
energy levels.

(0)

1.0

(b)

1.0.

Figure 26(a) shows the locus of critical pOints as the
parameters are smoothly varied, while Fig. 27 shows
the various phase diagrams associated with the different
energy spacings. For the purpose of illustration, we
have fixed all of the energies except Ks (the single-bond
like-nn energy), and linearly translated it from above to
below Kl across the figure. This corresponds to the
labeled "perturbation." Also displayed [Fig. 26(b)] is
the K.f! vs T plot for parameters such that five critical
points are predicted. A full range of T -x diagrams is
possible; simple phase separation, a single closed loop,
a loop with a lower phase separation, two loops, and
two loops with a separated ground state. Novak and
Schneider l4 present data on the system ethanol + H20
+ (NH.)2S04 (15.80% by weight) which suggests such behavior (see Fig. 28). We note, however, that one must

150
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-
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t .)
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t-=' 0..6
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0

(d)

1.0

t-

c::>
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0.2
1.0.o.~.0.

0.5
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X

FIG. 27. T-x phase diagrams as a function of the value of the
like-nearest-neighbor single-bond energy level (5), for fixed
R, D" and D2 as in Fig. 26. Figures (a) through (d) refer to
(1) through (tv) in Fig. 26(a).

FIG. 28. Experimental data from Ref. 14 on the solution
points of the system ethanol + H20 + (NH4l2SO, (15.80% by weight)
as a function of pressure. The curve is a guide to the eye.
Note the qualitative similarity of this curve to that in Fig. 26.
The absence of a high temperature UCST may be due to a preemptive vaporization.
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exercise caution in making such an identification. For
example, these experiments are carried out at constant
composition, thus the data pOints shown in Fig. 28
indicate only where phase separation occurs and are not
in general critical pOints. The fact that a homologous
series of such results is obtained for different concentrations of (NH~)2S04 strengthens the interpretation that
the critical pOints also display this behavior, but certainly, more complete experimental results on such a
system would be of great interest. The highest solution temperature is not indicated in Fig. 28 and was
either outside the experimental range or preempted
by a vaporization transition. Finally, it is interesting
to note that the sulfate ion is a coordinating species
which can be either monodentate or bidentate, 46 and in
the high concentration in these mixtures, it may provide a multiple bonding mechanism as a bridging coordinated species between the major components.
As before, a more detailed microscopic description
of the nature of the interactions is needed before conclusions can be drawn about the various parameters' trends
in fitting experimental data.

F. Symmetry-breaking interactions
As pointed out previously, it is observed experimentally that most binary mixtures, especially aqueous
systems, show T-x phase diagrams in which the coexistence curves are asymmetric with respect to mole
fraction 1/2. While some of the asymmetry is due to
size effects, it is clear that asymmetries in like-nearest-neighbor interactions playa role. For instance, in
the system studied by Cox, 15 the pyridine-pyridine interactions are clearly weaker than the D20-D 20 interactions. The decorated models24 (b) have been successful
in taking such effects into account. Our generalized
model 6,7 can also be extended to account for this by the
introduction of an interaction between bonded species of
the form

L

( If)

h1
2d

(SI+Sj)OOIOj'

(44)

where the factor 1/2d has been included because there
are 2d bonds per site on a hypercubic lattice (this is
Simply a "book-keeping" detail). The interaction splits
the degeneracy of the K3 energy level (see Fig. 1) such
that an AA (++) bonded pair has energy K3 + h 1/d, while
a BB (- -) pair has a less favorable energy K3 -h1/d
(for h1 > 0). We are currently studying this extra term
in various approximations, including PSRG and the hightemperature series expansion. Results will be reported
in a forthcoming work. 47
IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the experimental phase diagrams
of a number of binary mixtures of complex organic molecules, and aqueous solutions, can be located, often
quantitatively, in the global parameter space of several
lattice-gas Hamiltonians. Methods for performing these
mappings have been developed based on the trends in the
critical solution temperatures as a function of some
system perturbation, such as pressure. In several cases,
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especially isotopic substitution experiments (on the
system 3-methyl pyridine + H20/D 20) and electrolyte
and dilute third component addition, the observed trends
in the theoretical parameters are in accord with a specific microscopic picture of the intermolecular interactions.
A number of binary mixtures show evidence for the
existence of special critical points at which critical
Singularities are predicted to have renormalized exponents. These systems are often easily accessible to
experiments in that these points lie at temperatures and
pressures not far removed from ambient conditions.
Experimental work on heat capacity, order parameter
and correlation length exponents would be extremely
illuminating of the issue of exponent changes. We have
also shown how nonseparating mixtures can be characterized in terms of the parameters of the models.
The high -temperature series expansion used in this
work makes complex lattice -gas Hamiltonians of the
type used here easy to study. The results are in close
agreement with more complex PSRG calculations. In
particular, the use of continuously varying orientational
interactions, instead of the discrete ones used here,
may be a useful path to explore.
Finally, we note that the introduction of thermodynamic vacancies into these lattice -gas models allows for
the study of the liquid-vapor transition, which is of relevance to a wide variety of industrial processes and
theoretical studies. Work is currently progressing on
such studies and will be reported in a forthcoming work.48
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